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Abstract Recent decades have witnessed a growing interest in intervention-based assess-

ment to promote and enhance children’s learning. In this study, we explored the potential

effect of an experimental visual–spatial intervention procedure and possible training benefits

of two prompting modalities: one group received training with verbal and visual prompts, a

second group training with visual prompts only, while a third, control group did not receive

any training. The two training methods led to significant improvements of performance in

visuospatial tasks as compared to control group, and they did so about equally well. Our

findings provide evidence for the efficiency and benefits of interventions targeting visuo-

spatial processing skills. The success of such interventions does not seem to be bounded by

age or gender, and it seems that visual cues are particularly effective.

Keywords Visuospatial � Problem solving � Individual differences � Verbal

prompting � Visual prompting

Introduction

The recent years have seen a trend away from a unitary concept of human intelligence and

towards concepts that allow for multiple types and varieties of intelligence. Among those,

visual–spatial processing skills (VSPSs), which reflect the ability to generate, retain,

retrieve, and transform visual stimulus material (e.g., Gardner 1983; Linn and Petersen

1985; Lohman 1988; Sternberg 2003; Van Garderen and Montague 2003), have been
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considered particularly important. Indeed, there is evidence suggesting a pivotal role of

VSPSs in performance related to STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathe-

matics; e.g., Lubinski 2010; Uttal et al. 2012; Wai et al. 2009) and in early academic skills

(e.g., math, reading, writing; Assel et al. 2003; Cheng and Mix 2012; Holmes et al. 2008;

Passolunghi and Mammuarella 2010; Rasmussen and Bisanz 2005).

Furthermore, education is undergoing a profound change worldwide and coming gen-

erations will grow up in an increasingly visual multimedia environment; recent techno-

logical developments (Webs, App’s applications) rely heavily on VSPS. Theoretically,

success at school and at future workplaces will thus largely depend on visualization,

grasping the big picture, visual memory, pattern-finding and thinking graphically (Carr

2008, 2010). Yet, it has been frequently observed that VSPS are not adequately practiced,

addressed, and assessed at school (National Research Council 2006; Webb et al. 2007). For

instance, recently, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2010) and the US-

American National Research Council (2006) have warned that visuospatial intelligence is

not just under-supported but under-valued, and therefore under-instructed—which has been

taken to call for a national commitment to the development of visuospatial thinking across

all domains of the school curriculum.

To move one step forward into this direction, our project aimed at developing a

VSPS instrument that can serve for both assessing and enhancing VSPS in school age

children, which we thought might not only promote teaching and training in that

domain but may also stimulate researchers to further develop related assessment and

training procedures.

Visuospatial processing skills (VSPS)

Researchers and theorists in different areas have acknowledged that VSPS is not a unitary

construct, but rather can be broken into a collection of sub-skills or components (e.g.,

Carroll 1993; Eliot and Smith 1983; Lohman 1988; Kaufman 2007; Sutton and Williams

2007). Unfortunately, meta-analyses, factor-analytical assessments (Carroll 1993), and

other approaches have failed to find clear evidence for a particular number of separable

factors, so there is currently no consensus on how many factors are involved. What seems

to be clear, however, is that spatial perception, spatial visualization, spatial orientation,

spatial sequencing, mental rotation, and working memory are among them (Allen 2003;

Carroll 1993; Eliot and Smith 1983; Lohman 1988; Kaufman 2007; Linn and Petersen

1985; Hegarty and Waller 2004; Sutton and Williams 2007; Willcutt et al. 2005).

Regardless of confusion regarding the definition, its underlying factors or sub-skills, and

the classification (e.g., D’Oliveira 2004; Hegarty and Waller 2005), there is evidence for

the malleability of VSPS (Uttal et al. 2012). Uttal et al.’s meta-analysis of over 217 studies

on VSPS confirmed the theoretical and practical importance of visuospatial skills at any

age and indicated that even short training procedures can significantly improve VSPS. The

authors also emphasize the lack of studies in younger children (four out of 217 studies

investigated children below 13 years), which contrasts with the large amounts of studies

involving adolescent and adults in STEM education. According to Uttal et al. (p. 54)

‘‘playing active games has the potential to enhance spatial thinking substantially, even

when compared to a strong control group.’’ One potential explanation for the lack of

studies in younger children is the lack of child-friendly testing and assessment instrument.

Even though the experimental material developed for the present study does not aim to

reconcile the different theories and conceptions of VSPS, it aimed at providing means to

overcome this shortcoming.
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Testing and assessment of VSPS

Eliot and Smith (1983) have distinguished between VSPS recognition tasks (e.g., copying

task, embedded figure and visual memory, mental rotation of shapes) and manipulation

tasks (e.g., block rotation, block counting, solving mazes, and paper folding). A wide

variety of tests and assessment instruments exists and many psychometric intelligence tests

for children include visuospatial tasks such as Pattern Reasoning, Block Design of WISC-

IV (2004), Matrix Reasoning of Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (2004), or the

Test of Visual-Perceptual Skills-Revised TVPS-R; Gardner 1996). While there is signifi-

cant debate about what exactly these tests measure (e.g., Mathewson 1999), it is recognized

that the subtests for children provide an objective and standardized measure of particular

subskills—i.e. visualization. For instance, in the Block Design test individuals are asked to

reproduce a design from colored plastic blocks. Such tasks require the ability to analyze

and synthesize an abstract design, which is considered a measure of spatial visualization. A

critical point is that such tests measure the broad concept of spatial visualization but do not

address isolated subskills, such as mental rotation or visual discrimination.

Others have argued that the main goal of such summative and normative sub-tests is to

compare a given child’s scores to the age-group standards (Flanagan and Kaufman 2004;

Haywood and Lidz 2007; Sternberg and Grigorenko 2002). In particular, the purpose of

such tests is often to detect learning disabilities and eligibility or special education or

related services. This leads to a strong focus on current performance rather than on the

potential that a given child may possess. Accordingly, most available tests do not provide

enough information for educators to create programs to remedy a child’s learning problems

(e.g., Haywood and Lidz 2007; Sternberg and Grigorenko 2002). This shortcoming has

motivated the idea of a more intervention-based assessment of cognitive abilities that

considers both current performance and the potential to improve.

Intervention-based assessment

Intervention-based assessment or formative evaluation, as coined by Black and Wiliam

(1998), refers to ‘‘all those activities undertaken by teachers, and/or by students, which

provide information to be used as feedback to modify the teaching and learning activities

in which they are engaged.’’ The last decade has witnessed the development of different

types of formative evaluation—classroom-based assessment, such as dynamic assessment

(DA) or response to intervention (RTI). Notwithstanding differences within and between

such approaches in terms of theoretical premises, historical roots, and procedure (for an

overview see, Archer and Hughes 2011; Fuchs and Fuchs 2006; Grigorenko 2009), both

DA and RTI approaches are learner and process oriented. Basically, both concepts aim at

systematic screening and information gathering procedures to monitor students’ progress

efficiently. Ideally, information provided through assessments enable the identification of

instructional modalities, material, and technologies to promote active learning, as well as

developing pedagogical strategies for children with special strength/weakness or educa-

tional needs. Theoretically, by implementing screening, progress monitoring, and outcome

assessments in a reliable and valid way, it is possible to reduce the use of time-consuming

and expensive formal diagnostic instruments (Cortiella 2011) and provide more efficient

help to learners.

In view of the role played by VSPSs in learning (Assel et al. 2003; Cheng and Mix

2012; Holmes et al. 2008; Passolunghi and Mammuarella 2010; Rasmussen and Bisanz

2005), it is reasonable to assume that some of the difficulties children exhibit at school and
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in other learning environments can be explained by weaknesses in VSPSs rather than in

some general capacity to learn. Therefore, assessment and trainability of such skills can

have important implications for guiding educational interventions and/or helping teachers

in their teaching approach.

Verbal and visual feedback in VSPS learning

In any intervention-based assessment or formative evaluation, instruction and feedback

play a critical role. Providing guidance and feedback to learners about the performed action

or task is an important factor that affects learning and skill acquiring (see Hattie and

Timperley 2007; and Shute 2008, for two particularly influential studies). The main pur-

pose of feedback is considered ‘‘to reduce discrepancies between current understandings

and performance and a goal’’ (Hattie and Timperley 2007, p. 86) and to ‘‘signal a gap

between a current level of performance and some desired level of performance or goal’’

(Shute 2008, p. 157). Hattie and Timperley have identified four levels of feedback with

differential effect on learning: (1) feedback on the task (2) feedback about the processing

of the task, (3) feedback about self-regulation, and (4) feedback about the self as a person.

Their conclusion was that feedback about the self (i.e. ‘‘good girl/boy,’’ ‘‘great try,’’ etc.)

represents the least effective form of feedback. Such feedbacks have no instruction-related

content and might improve the student’s investment of effort or attitude toward learning

but do not affect achievement. In contrast, feedback on the task and feedback about the

processing of the task are effective in enhancing and facilitating depth learning. The third

level about self-regulation guide learners how to engage in future learning situations and

helps students attribute their success or failure at a task to a particular and specific cause

rather than to their self-efficacy. Along the same lines, Shute (2008) considers feedback

effective to the degree that it focuses on the task, and he suggests that it should be

presented in manageable units and not be too elaborated.

While these frameworks are helpful in guiding the design of interventions using

feedback and instructions, it remains unclear of which kind and modality efficient feedback

should be. Classroom-based instructions are commonly verbal (e.g., ‘‘check this part’’,

‘‘give concrete examples’’), sometimes accompanied by visual information, such as images

or graphs. Even though verbal instructions are certainly important in guiding the child’s

attention to the relevant information, there is a need to also consider students with different

learning needs and preferences. For instance, students with hearing impairments (Dye et al.

2008) and children with language-based learning disabilities or different linguistic back-

grounds may have a hard time decoding verbal instructions (e.g., Cortiella 2011; Paul

2007) and would thus profit more from purely visual feedback such as visual scaffolding,

or showing complete or partial solutions.

Visual feedback or visual cues has generally been studied within multimedia learning

(e.g., Butcher 2006; Hegarty and Just 1993; Kalyuga et al. 2003; Moreno and Mayer 1999;

Olina et al. 2006). Two major theoretical frameworks have guided empirical research in

multimedia learning. The cognitive load theory (CLT) describes learning in terms of

information processing system involving working memory storage (e.g., Moreno 2010;

Paas et al. 2004; Schnotz and Kurschner 2007). In short, if in the learning process mental

resources (working memory) are exhausted then learning may fail to occur. The optimal

solution is then modifying the instructional material to lower the level of cognitive load.

CLT-motivated studies have argued that cognitive processes involved in active coordi-

nation of visual and verbal information during learning can promote students’ under-

standing, in particular with complex materials. Another influential theory is the cognitive
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theory of multimedia learning (Mayer 2005). It is based on Paivio’s (1986) assumption that

information processing occurs in two complementary channels: a visual/pictorial channel

and an auditory/verbal channel, which are sensitive for different kinds of information.

Mayer (p. 47) states that ‘‘people learn more deeply from words and pictures than from

words alone’’ and he suggests that instructional designs should avoid cognitive overload in

learners by using both channels to provide instructions. However, while multimedia studies

have provided evidence for efficient learning with visual–verbal prompts, to our knowl-

edge no study has used manipulative tasks and classroom-based instructions.

The current study

The primary objectives of the present study were threefold. Firstly, we were interested to

evaluate whether the VSPSs of children could be improved by training at all. We expected

that children who were trained would perform better on the post-test than children in a

control group in which no VSPS training was provided. Second, we compared two types of

instruction and guidance in a pre-train-post-test design. As mentioned above, there is

evidence for the efficacy of combining visual and verbal prompts during training (e.g.,

Resing and Elliott 2011), but little is known about the efficacy of purely visual prompt-

ing—which however would be more suited for children with verbal difficulties. Accord-

ingly, we compared two training modalities by providing some children with both verbal

and visual hints and other children with visual hints only. Although this manipulation was

thought to inform later studies on children with verbal problems, the present study focused

on typically developing, healthy children. We considered that children with no particular

verbal or language difficulty might profit more from multimodal support (Mayer 2005).

Our third aim was more explorative. Studies of gender differences—in particular on

VSPS—have generated considerable controversy among researchers (for an extensive

review, see Halpern 2012; Newcombe and Learmonth 2005). Among other issues, one

important question raised by Uttal et al. (2012) was whether the gender differences that

were observed in a wide variety of spatial tasks reflect true (structural) gender differences

or mainly differential degrees of practice. While Uttal et al. pointed out that the ‘‘gender

gap in spatial skills did not shrink due to training’’ (p. 43), other researchers (e.g., Terlecki

et al. 2008; Tzuriel and Egozi 2010) reported that gender differences can often be removed

by training. A similar discussion in the literature refers to age. Piaget (1977) considered

that early spatial understanding is topological in nature, while Euclidean representations

would emerge no earlier than at the age of 9 or 10. This prediction is not consistent with

findings reported by Sophian (2000), who demonstrated that 4- and 5-year-olds can

compare proportions and figures and are able to correctly match a shrunken picture to the

original. Even though we are not committed with regard to the existence and cause of

gender and age effects, and even though we consider the available evidence as too

inconclusive to justify directed predictions, we were interested to see whether gender and

age might mediate possible training benefits.

Method

Participants

The sample consisted of 281 typical children (152 boys and 129 girls) with a mean age of

95 months, SD = 13.14, with no known histories of developmental, neurological, or
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learning problems. Children came from a number of primary schools in the Netherlands

and France. The languages spoken by the children and the trainers were Dutch, English and

French. In all cases parental consent for participation was obtained.

Design and procedure

The study utilized a pre-test—training—post-test control-group design, with two training

groups and a control group. Before dynamic testing started, the children were quasi-

randomly assigned to three groups, but matched for general inductive reasoning ability.

The three groups consisted of the verbal plus visual training group, the visual training

group, and the control group. Pre-test and post-tests of the dynamic test were administered

to all children. Children in both training groups received two trainings between pre- and

post-test, while the control group was engaged in discussion and drawing tasks (see

Table 1 for the design). The prompting during the combined verbal–visual training con-

sisted of verbal instructions in the children’s native language and of visual aids. Children in

the visual training group received only visual aids. Children were tested individually by

three students of psychology and the first author. Testing and training sessions were

scheduled weekly, in separate rooms at the children’s own school and each session took

approximately 35–40 min. We have tried to keep the time between pre- and post-testing as

equivalent as possible; nonetheless due to school’s activities (i.e. holidays, school trips,

end of the school year party etc.) some post-testing was delayed by ±2–3 weeks.

Instruments

Development of VSPS instrument

The rationale The experimental VSPS developed for this study is based on the Tangram

Chinese game (putting together seven geometrical forms to form shape). This choice was

initially motivated by the fact that geometric knowledge has been used to evaluate various

visuospatial solving problem abilities (Dehaene et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2009; Lovett and

Forbus 2010; National Council of Teacher’s Mathematics 2003). For instance, Block

Design of WISC or Kohs’ blocks assess an individual’s ability to analyse, synthesize, and

reproduce an abstract design. Bodies of studies on spatial visualization ability and studies

on general problem-solving ability suggest that such tasks tap into the same cognitive

abilities and are useful in many advanced disciplines such STEM (science technology

engineering and math) (for a review see, Hegarty et al. 2007). Arranging geometrical forms

displays the grouping and the fact that there is not a unique solution links the task to

problem solving theories (e.g., Ford 2003; Foster 2007; Mayer and Wittrock 2006; Slocum

et al. 2003).

From an educational point of view, Tangram assists in developing geometrical

knowledge, reasoning, geometrical imagination, development of creative thinking,

including the understanding of geometrical shapes, size, and position in space, as well as

the reliance of perceived shape on position in space (Van Hiele 1983). For example,

Tangram games allow the consideration of shapes and relationships between shapes (e.g.,

two triangles can make a square), which links performance to other domains, such as

mathematics, without having to resort to formulas but rather by developing a geometric,

basic understanding of concepts such as ‘‘area’’ and ‘‘congruence’’ (for an overview, see,

Bohning and Althouse 1997; Gardner 1996). Another argument for a Tangram-based

intervention is that it requires or at least benefits from all visuospatial abilities that so far
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have been related to but are not limited to the ability to understand how objects appear in

different positions, which is referred as spatial visualization (Lohman 1988; Kaufman

2007; Linn and Petersen 1985). Spatial visualization includes the ability to manipulate

information sequentially and spatially, the skill to conceptualize how objects relate to each

other in space, the ability to visualize mental rotation of objects, 2-dimensional under-

standing, recall of something seen some time ago, or immediate and delayed memory

related visual memory (Carroll 1993; Eliot and Smith 1983; Lohman 1988; Kaufman 2007;

Linn and Petersen 1985; Hegarty and Waller 2004; Sutton and Williams 2007; Willcutt

et al. 2005).

Furthermore, with Tangram material, understanding the task is straightforward. The

child can evaluate the correctness of his/her actions and his/her progress relatively easily.

Moreover, solving Tangram puzzles does not rely on verbal capacity or typical academic

knowledge (i.e. reading, writing, calculating), the puzzles are challenging and yet man-

ageable and they provide a motivating context in which children are more likely to

experience enjoyment rather than the stress of a testing situation. In short, the foremost

argument for our choice was that in geometric-puzzle construction individuals are likely to

use qualitative, and/or categorical, representations to reason about shapes or space (spatial

visualization and visual discrimination), and process the spatial relations between elements

in a visual scene.

Composition of Items

In a typical Tangram game a large variety of shapes can be created by arranging seven

geometrical forms. In our Tangram game, we made use of master pieces (MPs) that were

constructed by pre-combined forms (e.g., a MP could be the combination of a triangle and

square) and as well the standard forms. Thus shapes could be created by using range of

MPs starting with 4 MPs, 5 MPs, 6 MPs to 7 MPs (that correspond to the seven classical

geometric forms). The number of MPs needed for making each shapes was considered an

index of the difficulty level of the items.

Testing items and testing procedure

To evaluate children’s VSPS before and after training in standard way (without any

feedback or guidance), eight items (eight different figures)—two items at each of four

difficulty levels—were selected. All MPs were made of green sticky plastic that were

placed on a white board (see Fig. 1). For both pre- and post-test the same material was

used. During the tests a puzzle figure, printed on a card, and a white board with the

necessary MPs were presented to the child. The child task was to pick up the forms and

solve the puzzle as quickly as possible. However, the testing was time limited, and for

Table 1 Experimental design

Groups (N) RPM Pre-test (VS-T) Dynamic intervention (VS-I) Post-test (VS-T)

Session 1 Session 2

VeVis (88) X X X X X

Vis (99) X X X X X

Control (94) X X – – X

VeVis verbal and visual dynamic intervention, RPM Raven progressive matrices, VS-T visuo-spatial test
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solving each item a max of 2 min was attributed, after which independently of in/cor-

rectness of the task the next item was presented to the child. During the tests the feedback

consists in encouragement i.e. ‘‘well done’’, or in case of unsuccessful attempt i.e. ‘‘that is

a really difficult one, let’s try another one’’. The condition for termination was three

consecutive failures.

Inductive reasoning

The Raven progressive matrices (RPM) test (Raven et al. 1998) was used to match children

with regard to their inductive reasoning ability. The Raven test is a broadly used non-

verbal multiple-choice test of visuospatial inductive reasoning. In each test item, the child

is asked to identify the missing element that completes a pattern.

Intervention items and intervention procedure

The intervention consisted in providing guidance when a child could not solve the problem

alone. The two intervention were Verbal and Visual (VeVis) training and Visual (Vis)

training. Six different items to those used in the testing were selected, and for each item

four boards (with 4, 5 6 and 7 MPs) were made. The aim was to provide intervention at all

four levels for each of the six selected items. We used the same material but with three

different colors (blue, red, and yellow) (see Fig. 2). It was assumed that children who have

more developed analogical capacity would recognize how different master pieces were

either combined or divided, and that this would lead to more independent successful task

accomplishment.

The verbal prompts as of metacognitive level were mainly based on self-exploration,

and gradually moved to more specific instruction (see Table 2) that were similar to studies

Fig. 1 Examples of items according to each difficulty level of pre- and post-test
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of Resing and Elliott (2011). There were two kinds of visual prompts: Monochrome cues

showing how MPs could be broken up and colored cues doing the same, only that here all

pieces were in the same color as in the MP (see Fig. 2).

Both interventions started with the presentation of a board with 4 MPs (the easiest level)

and then progressed to the most difficult level with 5, 6, and 7 MPs, respectively. The

children were asked to make the puzzle in their own rhythm and were told that, if they would

encounter difficulty in solving the problem, we would work together. After 1–2 min of

unsuccessful trying, the intervention took place, in the modality of the respective group

(VeVis or Vis). In the VeVis group, visual cues were provided when verbal prompts were not

sufficient. With both kinds of interventions, the child would first be presented with the

monochromic cards (see Table 2). If the children would be able to derive the general spatial

composition principle from these cards, they should be able to solve the task. However, we

considered that some children might not be able to abstract from the actual colors of the

puzzle components, which is why we presented the colored cards. If the child was struggling

with an item or at a particular level, the intervention was abandoned momentarily to avoid

frustration. After a short break of a few minutes, the intervention was continued with the next

item or level and all previously completed boards were put on the table in front of the child.

Scoring

Performance during pre- and post-test was assessed by creating three scores: the Time On

Task score, mainly a ‘‘bonus’’ variable (in the sense of ‘‘going through’’ in the face of

difficulty) that represents the time taken to complete the task with a maximum of 2 min/

item; the Accuracy score, a variable that represents the total number of correctly pieces

placed per item; and the Tasks Completed score, another variable that counts whether a

given task was completed (1) or not (0). Of main interest were changes in these variables

Fig. 2 An example of intervention material and visual prompts
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from pre- to post-test, and in particular changes that were restricted to, or more pronounced

in the two actual training groups than in the control group.

Results

Before assessing the effect of training, we checked whether the three training groups were

initially comparable. To do so, we entered the three pre-test scores (Time On Task,

Accuracy, and Tasks Completed scores) into separate three-way ANOVAs with Training

Group (verbal–visual, visual, and control group), Gender (male vs. female), and Age

Group (three age intervals: AgeG1 = 6–7.5 years, AgeG2 = 7.6–8.5 years, and

AgeG3 = [8.5 years) as between-participants factors. Neither Training Group [Time On

Task, F(1,281) = 2.40, p = .09; Accuracy, F(1,281) = 2.40, p = .06; and Tasks Com-

pleted, F(1,28) \ 1] nor Gender [Time On Task, F(1,281) \ 1; Accuracy, F(1,281) \ 1;

Tasks Completed, F(1,281) \ 1] showed any significant pre-intervention difference

between groups. Age Group also showed no effect for two of the three scores [Accuracy,

F(2,281) \ 1; Tasks Completed, F(2,281) \ 1]. The only significant difference was found

for Age Group regarding Time On Task, F(2,281) = 3.44, p = .033, gp2 = .027. LSD

post hoc tests indicated that AgeG1 (M = 681.7, SD = 82.08) spent less time on com-

pleting puzzles than AgeG2 (M = 709.63, SD = 82.08, p = .028) and AgeG3

(M = 712.65, SD = 106.67, p = .026), while there were no significant differences

between AgeG2 and AgeG3.

As pointed out, our main interest was whether and where changes from pre- to post-test

were more pronounced in the two training groups than in the control group. To identify

these effects, we analyzed each of the three dependent measures (Time On Task, Accuracy

and Tasks Completed score) by means of a four-way ANOVA for repeated measures with

session (pre- and post-test) as the within-participant factor, and Training Group (verbal–

Table 2 Order of verbal and visual prompts offered during the training procedure

Prompts type and order Frequency of use

Verbal graduated prompts

Self-exploration Please compare those boards
Which changes do you see?
Can you recognize which pieces

were combined or were divided?
Are you sure that is how they were

combined?
Are you sure that this form should be

here?
Please check again?

The amount was adapted to child
responsiveness and assessor’s
judgment

Specific This form should be here
This is the head and not the body or

foot

Visual cues

Solution card
AVC
CVC

Puzzle picture with one color with
breaking lines

Puzzle picture with color match to
master pieces with breaking lines

VeVis: 10 s and 2 times
Vis: 10 s and up to 3 times
VeVis: 10 s and 2 times
Vis: 10 s and up to 3 times

AVC abstract visual cue, CVC concrete visual cue, VeVis visual&verbal training, Vis visual training
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visual, visual, and control), Gender (male vs. female), and Age Group (see above) as

between-participants factors. Gender and Age Group were included to identify possible

individual differences in the effectiveness of the training. The theoretically most inter-

esting result pattern would consist of a two-way interaction involving Session and Training

Group and higher-order interactions including these two factors. See Table 3 for

descriptive statistics. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests.

Time on task

The four-way ANOVA yielded main effects of Session, F(1,263) = 83.39, p \ .001,

gp2 = .24, Training Group, F(2,263) = 3.18, p = .043, gp2 = .02, and Age Group,

F(2,263) = 4.09, p = .018, gp2 = .03, indicating that participants spent more time on task

after the intervention (763 vs. 700 s), that less time was spent in the control group (717 s)

than in the two Training Groups (742 and 734 s for Vis and VeVis, respectively), and that

the youngest group spent less time on task (715 s) than the two older groups (739 and

740 s). More importantly, however, Session interacted with Training Group,

F(2,263) = 11.07, p \ .001, gp2 = .08, was involved in a reliable three-way interaction

including Session, Training Group, and Age Group, F(4,263) = 2.59, p = .037,

gp2 = .04. The latter was due to that the interaction of Session and Training Group was

significant in the two older age groups, F(2,93) = 9.44, p \ .001, gp2 = .17, and

F(2,66) = 5.16, p \ .01, gp2 = .14, respectively, but not in the youngest group, p [ .5.

As Fig. 3 indicates, the time on task increased from the pre- to the post-test in the

youngest group, but it did so for all three types of training alike, that is, independent of the

presence and the type of training. In other words, training had no specific impact on the

youngest age group. In contrast, in the two oldest groups the time on task did not sig-

nificantly increase over session in the control group (p’s [ .37), while purely visual

training led to an increase of time on task in both the medium, t(32) = 7.17, p \ .001, and

the oldest age group, t(26) = 5.49, p \ .001. The effect of combined verbal and visual

training was less clear, producing a significant effect in the medium age group,

t(31) = 2.07, p = .047, and no significant effect in the oldest age group, t(20) \ 1. Hence,

intervention-specific effects on the Time on Task ‘‘bonus’’ score in the two older groups

were strongest with purely visual interventions.

Accuracy

The four-way ANOVA yielded main effects of Session, F(1,263) = 67.40, p \ .001,

gp2 = .20, and Training Group, F(2,263) = 6.75, p \ .001, gp2 = .05, indicating that

participants were more accurate after the intervention and that they were most accurate in

the combined (verbal–visual) Training Group (18.1), least accurate in the control group

(15.4) and intermediate in the Vis group (16.9). Furthermore, Session interacted with

gender, F(1,263) = 7.17, p \ .01, gp2 = .08, and was involved in a significant three-way

interaction including Session, Gender, and Age Group, F(2,263) = 4.04, p = .02,

gp2 = .03. The latter was due to that the interaction of Session and Gender was reliable in

the two older age groups, F(1,97) = 8,64, p = 004, gp2 = .08, and F(1,70) = 6,41,

p = .014, gp2 = .08, respectively, but not in the youngest group, p [ .57. As Fig. 4

indicates, all groups benefitted from training but girls from the older age groups did so in

particular. The interaction of Session and Training Group just missed the significance

criterion (p = .066) as did the four-way interaction (p = .062). However, numerically
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speaking the strongest improvement across sessions was observed with VeVis training

(15.4, 16.9, and 18.1 for Control, Vis, and VeVis, respectively).

Tasks Completed

The four-way ANOVA yielded main effects of Session, F(1,263) = 201.03, p \ .001,

gp2 = .43, and Training Group, F(2,263) = 7.01, p \ .001, gp2 = .05, indicating that

participants completed more tasks after the intervention (.7 vs. 1.7) and that children in the

verbal–visual training group completed the most tasks (1.4), the control group the fewest

(.9), while the Vis group fell in between (1.3). More importantly, however, Session

Table 3 Descriptive statistics of pre-test and post-test for Time On Task, Accuracy and Tasks Completed
scores per condition, gender and age groups

N Time on Task(s) Accuracy Task completed

M SD M SD M SD

Pre-test

Groups

Control 94 691.44 96.19 14.71 4.80 .85 2.82

Vis 99 691.79 90.80 16.11 5.85 .69 .86

VeVis 88 716.69 87.91 16.58 5.92 .81 1.04

Total 281 699.47 92.17 15.79 5.58 .78 1.80

Gender

Male 152 700.49 97.11 15.93 5.56 .84 2.28

Female 129 698.27 86.35 15.62 5.61 .71 .99

Total 281 699.47 92.17 15.79 5.58 .78 1.80

Age

AgeG1 (6–7.5) 110 681.70 88.47 15.93 5.43 .87 2.67

AgeG2 (7.6–8.5) 99 709.63 82.08 15.72 5.58 .69 .80

AgeG3 C8.5 72 712.65 106.67 15.68 5.86 .76 1.00

Total 281 699.47 92.17 15.79 5.58 .78 1.80

Post-test

Groups

Control 94 738.38 110.81 15.97 4.35 1.11 .99

Vis 99 792.78 74.33 17.89 5.44 1.85 1.42

VeVis 88 753.36 72.33 19.48 5.11 1.98 1.55

Total 281 762.24 90.46 17.74 5.17 1.64 1.38

Gender

Male 152 759.22 98.35 17.33 5.33 1.59 1.33

Female 129 765.79 80.41 18.23 4.96 1.70 1.46

Total 281 762.24 90.46 17.74 5.17 1.98 1.54

Age

AgeG1 (6–7.5) 110 750.17 96.05 17.73 5.44 1.60 1.42

AgeG2 (7.6–8.5) 99 767.37 87.60 17.67 4.94 1.55 1.34

AgeG3 C8.5 72 773.61 84.39 17.88 5.13 1.83 1.39

Total 281 762.24 90.46 17.74 5.17 1.64 1.38
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interacted with Training Group, F(2,263) = 10.91, p \ .001, gp2 = .08, and was involved

in a significant three-way interaction including Session, Training Group, and Age Group,

F(4,263) = 3.05, p = .018, gp2 = .04. The latter was due to that the interaction of Session

and Training Group was significant only in the youngest group, F(2,104) = 12.84,

p \ .001, gp2 = .20, but did not reach significance in the two older age groups,

F(2,93) = 2.24, p = .11, and F(2,66) = 2.33, p = .10, respectively. The effect in the

youngest group showed that Session had no effect in the control group, p = .4, but

improved performance in both intervention groups, ps \ .001 (Fig. 5).

Discussion

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the potential effect of VSPS interventions

with an experimental intervention. To this end, we compared two training modalities:

verbal and visual hints versus visual hints only. We expected that children who received

Fig. 3 Changes from pre-test to post-test of Time on Task, for groups (verbal–visual, visual and control),
and age group

Fig. 4 Changes from pre-test to post-test of accuracy, for groups (verbal–visual, visual and control), age
and gender
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training in one of these two groups would improve more than children in the control group,

considered that VeVis training might be more effective than Vis training, and we explored

whether training effects might be mediated by age and/or gender. With regard to the

intervention effect on VSPS, our results are consistent with recent studies on dynamic

assessment (e.g., Resing and Elliott 2011). Both VeVis and Vis training boosted perfor-

mance in a VSPS-sensitive task from pre- to post-test as compared to the control group.

This provides strong evidence that VSPSs can be improved by relative simple forms of

training, and supports arguments in favor of more dynamic testing methods to reveal the

true potential of cognitive skills, at least in children.

Surprisingly, the outcome pattern suggests that, if anything, Vis training provides more

benefits than VeVis training. From a dual-coding perspective (Mayer 2005), this could be

taken to suggest that our visual cues were particularly effective, and more effective than

the verbal cues—perhaps because spatial information is particularly suited for visual

processing, and vice versa (Paivio 1986). This is of particular importance for the training of

students with hearing impairments or langue difficulties (Cortiella 2011; Dye et al. 2008;

Paul 2007). However, it is also possible that the type of verbal prompts used in the present

study (which were inspired by Resing and Elliott 2011) were not appropriate for this task

and/or the subjects being tested. For example, in Resing and Elliott’s analogy task, self-

evaluation of one’s response is not as straightforward as in solving puzzles. In puzzle

solving, children do not necessarily rely on extra cues to evaluate whether the task is

completed, and it may be easier to see how to modify one’s actions. Thus, prompts such

‘‘Are you sure that pieces should be here, please check, or which changes do you see’’

might be too simple or inappropriate and might have distracted and interfered with learning

more than they helped. Furthermore, is it well known that outcome can be highly

dependent on the variability of expertise and experience of the assessors (Haywood and

Lidz 2007; Jeltova et al. 2007). Moreover, judging the necessity of the most suitable degree

of prompting is difficult and subjective, which might explain part of the problem with

verbal cues. Besides, two training sessions may not have been enough to demonstrate

reliable intervention effects (Uttal et al. 2012). In future studies, a direct contrast of verbal-

only and visual-only cues, together with extended training, might increase our insight into

these possibilities.

Fig. 5 Changes from pre-test to post-test of Tasks Completed scores for Training Groups (verbal–visual,
visual and control) and age
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A limitation of our study method is that it does not allow for more detailed analyses is of

the components underlying VSPSs (Mathewson 1999). A potential solution might be

computerized task versions, which might allow for the independent assessment of sub-

skills, such as imagery or mental rotation. Such an approach would also address another

limitation that relates to the experimental material we used. Note that solving a puzzle

depends not only on cognitive skills, which were the target of our study, but also on motor

skills (e.g., Grissmer et al. 2010), which may or may not be sensitive to training. Another

concern is data recording; reaction times were recorded by having the experimenter click

on a key as soon as the child started and completed the task. Obviously, the accuracy of

this measure depends on the attention the experimenter devoted to the task. Again, com-

puterized versions would help addressing this problem and improve accuracy and reli-

ability (e.g.; Resing et al. 2011). Moreover, they would have the advantage of increasing

the game-like character of the test and allow for a swifter and more systematic presentation

of feedback.

Another concern is the distinction between performance and learning. Soderstrom and

Bjork (in press) have argued that it is only performance that is measurable (in terms of

improvement from pre- to post-test) while learning must be inferred from performance.

They point out ‘‘there are many instances where learning occurs but performance in the

short term doesn’t improve, and there are instances where performance improves, but little

learning seems to happen in the long term.’’ From that perspective, all we can say is that

our interventions improved performance, but we cannot or should be sure whether this was

due to actual learning. Assessing learning proper would require a follow-up test, which

should be included in further studies.

With regard to age as a potentially mediating factor, our results support the findings of

Peter et al. (2010) that children younger than 7.5 years old are capable of creating symbolic

representations and use spatial relations. The intervention did not affect all outcome

measures alike and they were mediated by age and to some degree by gender. Both

motivational and cognitive measures suggest that specific training effects are restricted to,

or at least drastically stronger in older children, that is, children at an age of 7.6 years or

older. The only exception to this trend is the Tasks Completed score, which showed the

only specific training effect in the youngest group. The fact that the three dependent

variables we were considering were not equally affected by age makes it difficult to rule

out possible effects in even younger children. However, a closer look at the outcome

pattern suggests that this is not so much due to a lack of training effects in the older groups

but a reflection of the fact that in these older groups even the control condition shows a

strong improvement. This issue was addressed in the review of Grigorenko and Sternberg

(1997), who found that approximately 30 % of the investigated children improved to a

statistically significant extent simply because of retesting. In terms of gender differences,

our findings do not fit with those of Tzuriel and Egozi (2010), who found a gender

difference at baseline while we did not. A specific result was that in the oldest group girls

were particularly benefiting from training. This might be because girls are or became more

interested in making such puzzles than boys.

Taken altogether, our study provides evidence for the efficiency and benefits of inter-

ventions targeting VSPCs. The success of such interventions does not seem to be bounded

by age or gender, and it seems that visual cues are particularly effective. At the same time,

we consider our findings preliminary and note that more research on the functional

implications of different outcome measures, on suitable verbal cues, ideally with com-

puterized versions, is necessary.
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